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Abstract
Due to the imminent need to alleviate
the communication burden in multi-agent
and federated learning, the investigation of
communication-efficient distributed optimization algorithms for empirical risk minimization has flourished recently. A large fraction
of existing algorithms are developed for the
master/slave setting, relying on the presence
of a central parameter server.
This paper focuses on distributed optimization in the network setting (also known as
the decentralized setting), where each agent is
only allowed to aggregate information from its
neighbors over a graph. By properly adjusting the global gradient estimate via a tracking term, we first develop a communicationefficient approximate Newton-type method,
called Network-DANE, which generalizes the
attractive DANE algorithm to decentralized
networks. Our key algorithmic ideas can
be applied, in a systematic manner, to obtain decentralized versions of other master/slave distributed algorithms. Notably, we
develop Network-SVRG/SARAH, which employ
stochastic variance reduction at each agent
to accelerate local computations. We establish linear convergence of Network-DANE and
Network-SVRG for strongly convex losses, and
Network-SARAH for quadratic losses, which
shed light on the impact of data homogeneity, network connectivity, and local averaging upon the rate of convergence. Numerical
evidence is provided to demonstrate the appealing performance of our algorithms over
competitive baselines, in terms of both communication and computation efficiency.
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Introduction

Distributed optimization has been a classic topic (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1989), yet is attracting significant
attention recently in machine learning due to its numerous emerging applications such as distributed training
(Boyd et al., 2011), multi-agent learning (Nedic et al.,
2010), and federated learning (Konečnỳ et al., 2015,
2016; McMahan et al., 2017). Broadly speaking, there
are two distributed settings that have received wide
interest: 1) the master/slave setting, which assumes
the existence of a central parameter server that can
perform information aggregation and sharing with all
agents; and 2) the network setting — also known as
the decentralized setting — where each agent is only
permitted to communicate with its neighbors over a
locally connected network.
Many algorithms have been developed for the master/slave setting to improve communication efficiency,
including deterministic algorithms such as one-shot parameter averaging (Zhang et al., 2012), CoCoA (Smith
et al., 2018), DANE (Shamir et al., 2014), CEASE
(Fan et al., 2019), and stochastic algorithms such as
distributed SGD (Recht et al., 2011) and distributed
SVRG (Lee et al., 2017; Konečnỳ et al., 2015; Cen
et al., 2019). In comparison, the network setting is
substantially less explored. It is therefore natural to
ask whether one can adapt more appealing algorithmic
ideas to the network setting — particularly for network
topology with a high degree of locality — without compromising the convergence guarantees attainable in the
master/slave counterparts.
1.1

Our Contributions

This paper investigates the problem of empirical risk
minimization in the network setting, with the aim of
achieving communication and computation efficiency
simultaneously. We develop communication-efficient
decentralized (stochastic) optimization algorithms with
primal-only formulations, with the assistance of gradient tracking. The proposed algorithmic ideas accommodate both approximate Newton-type methods
and stochastic variance-reduced methods with provable
convergence guarantees.
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We start by studying an approximate Newton-type
method called DANE (Shamir et al., 2014), which is
one of the most popular communication-efficient algorithms to solve empirical risk minimization. However,
DANE was only designed for the master/slave setting
in its original form. The main challenge in extending
such an algorithm to the network setting is to track
and adapt a faithful estimate of the global gradient
at each agent, despite the lack of centralized information aggregation. Towards this end, we leverage the
powerful idea of dynamic average consensus in control
(Zhu and Martínez, 2010) to track and correct the locally aggregated gradients at each agent — a scheme
commonly referred to as gradient tracking. We then
employ the corrected gradient in local computation,
according to the subroutine adapted from DANE. This
simple idea leads to Network-DANE, which generalizes
the approximate Newton-type method DANE to the
network setting, without the need of communicating
the Hessians.
Our ideas for designing Network-DANE can be extended,
in a systematic manner, to obtain decentralized versions of other algorithms developed for the master/slave
setting, by modifying the local computation step properly. As a notable example, we develop Network-SVRG,
which performs variance-reduced stochastic optimization locally to enable further computational savings
(Johnson and Zhang, 2013). The same approach can be
applied to other distribute stochastic variance-reduced
methods such as SARAH (Nguyen et al., 2017) to obtain Network-SARAH.
The proposed algorithms achieve an intriguing tradeoff between communication and computation efficiency.
During each iteration, each agent only communicates
the parameter and the gradient estimate to its neighbors, and is therefore communication-efficient globally;
moreover, the local subproblems at each agent can be
solved efficiently with accelerated or variance-reduced
gradient methods, and is thus computation-efficient
locally. Theoretically, we establish the linear convergence of Network-DANE and Network-SVRG for smooth
strongly convex losses, and the linear convergence of
Network-SARAH for quadratic losses, using the method
of Lyapunov functions to handle the tight coupling of
optimization and network consensus errors.
Our results shed light on the impact of data homogeneity and network connectivity upon the rate of convergence; in particular, the proposed algorithms provably
obtain faster convergence if the local data become more
similar. When the network exhibits a high degree of
locality, we show that by allowing multiple rounds of
local mixing within each iteration, an improved overall
communication complexity can be achieved as it accelerates the rate of convergence. Extensive numerical
experiments are provided to corroborate our theoretical
findings, and demonstrate the practical efficacy of the

proposed algorithms over competitive baselines.
1.2

Related Work

First-order methods are of core interest to big data
analytics due to their superior scalability. However, it
is well-known that distributed gradient descent (DGD)
suffers from a “speed” versus “accuracy” dilemma when
naïvely implemented in a decentralized setting (Nedić
et al., 2018). Various fixes have been proposed to address this issue, including the pioneering work such
as EXTRA (Shi et al., 2015) and NEXT (Di Lorenzo
and Scutari, 2016). Similar gradient tracking ideas
(Zhu and Martínez, 2010) have been incorporated to
adjust DGD to ensure its linear convergence using a
constant step size (Nedić et al., 2017; Qu and Li, 2018;
Li et al., 2019b; Scutari and Sun, 2019; Xin et al.,
2019b). The current paper is inspired by the use of
gradient tracking in these early results. Our paper
implements and verifies the effectiveness of gradient
tracking for algorithms that involve approximate Newton and variance reduction steps, which are far from
straightforward and require significant efforts. During the preparation of this paper, it was brought to
our attention that the SONATA algorithm (Sun et al.,
2019b), which also applies gradient tracking with convergence guarantees, can be specialized to obtain the
same local sub-problem studied in Network-DANE, up
to different mixing approaches.
Scaman et al. (2017) proposed a multi-step dual accelerated (MSDA) method for network-distributed optimization, which is optimal within a class of black-box
procedures that satisfy the span assumption — the
parameter updates fall in the span of the previous estimates and their gradients. Further optimal algorithms
are proposed by Uribe et al. (2017) and Scaman et al.
(2018) for loss functions that are not necessarily convex or smooth. Their algorithms require knowledge of
the dual formulation. In contrast, our algorithms are
directly applied to the primal problem, which are more
friendly for problems whose dual formulations are hard
to obtain. Our algorithms also do not obey the span
assumption and therefore do not fall into the class of
procedures studied by Scaman et al. (2017).
Fan et al. (2019) recently proposed algorithm CEASE
extended DANE with an additional proximal term
in the objective function and strengthened its analysis. The connections between DANE and SVRG
observed by Konečnỳ et al. (2015) motivate the development of Network-SVRG in this paper, which
can be viewed as replacing the local optimization of
Network-DANE with variance-reduced stochastic gradient methods. The same idea can be easily applied to
obtain network-distributed versions of other algorithms
such as Katyusha (Allen-Zhu, 2017). Compared with
decentralized SGD (Lan et al., 2017; Lian et al., 2017),
the proposed Network-SVRG/SARAH employ variance
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reduction to achieve much faster convergence. We note
that variance-reduced methods have been adapted to
the network setting by Mokhtari and Ribeiro (2016);
Yuan et al. (2018); Sun et al. (2019a); Xin et al. (2019a);
however, they either have a large memory complexity
or impose substantial communication burdens.
Paper organization and notations. Section 2
introduces the problem formulation and presents
some preliminaries. Section 3 presents the proposed
network-DANE together with its theoretical guarantees.
Section 4 presents network-SVRG/SARAH, which apply
variance reduction to further reduce local computation.
We provide numerical experiments in Section 5 and
conclude in Section 6. Extra experiments and all proofs
are provided by Li et al. (2019a) due to space limits.
Throughout this paper, we use boldface letters to represent vectors and matrices. In addition, kAk denotes
the spectral norm of a matrix A, kak2 represents the `2
norm of a vector a, ⊗ stands for the Kronecker product,
and In denotes the identity matrix of dimension n.

2

Formulation and Preliminaries

Consider the empirical risk minimization problem:
minimize f (x) ,
x ∈ Rd

1
N

N
X

`(x; zi ),

(1)

i=1

where x ∈ Rd represents the parameter to optimize,
`(x; zi ) encodes certain empirical loss of x w.r.t. the
ith sample zi , and N denotes the total number of
samples. This paper primarily focuses on the case
where the function `(·; z) is both convex and smooth
for any given z, although we shall also study nonconvex
problems in numerical experiments.
In a distributed optimization framework, the data samples are distributed over n agents. For simplicity, we
assume throughout that data samples are split into
disjoint subsets of equal sizes. The jth local data set,
represented by Mj , thus contains m , N/n samples.
As such, the global loss function can alternatively be
represented by
f (x) =

n
1X
1 X
fj (x), with fj (x) ,
`(x; z). (2)
n j=1
m
z∈Mj

Here, fj (x) denotes the local loss function at the jth
agent (1 ≤ j ≤ n). In addition, there exists a network
— represented by an undirected graph G of n nodes —
that captures the local connectivity across all agents.
More specifically, each node in G represents an agent,
and two agents are allowed to exchange information
only if there is an edge connecting them in G. The set
of neighbors of the jth agent over G is denoted by Nj .
The goal is to minimize f (·) in a decentralized manner,
subject to the aforementioned network-based communi-

cation constraints. Before continuing, we find it helpful
to introduce and explain two important concepts.
Mixing. Mathematically, the mixing of information between neighboring nodes is often characterized by a mixing or gossiping matrix, denoted by
W = [wij ]1≤i,j≤n ∈ Rn×n . More specifically, this
matrix satisfies
W > 1n = 1n

and

W 1n = 1n ,

(3)

where 1n ∈ Rn is the all-one vector. The spectral
quantity, which we call the mixing rate,
α0 , kW − n1 1n 1>
n k ∈ [0, 1)

(4)

dictates how fast information mixes over the network.
As an example, in a fully-connected network, one can
attain α0 = 0 by setting W = n1 1n 1>
n . Comprehensive
bounds on 1/(1−α0 ) for various graphs are provided by
Nedić et al. (2018). For instance, one has 1/(1−α0 )  1
with high probability for an Erdös-Rényi random graph,
as long as the edge between each pair of nodes is connected independently with probability p = O(log n/n).
Dynamic average consensus. Assume that each
(t)
agent generates some time-varying quantity rj
(e.g. the current local parameter estimate). We
are interested in tracking the dynamic average
Pn
(t)
1
(t)
= n1 1>
at each of the agents, where
nr
j=1 rj
n
(t)

(t)

r (t) = [r1 , · · · , rn ]> . To accomplish this, Zhu and
Martínez (2010) proposed a simple tracking algorithm:
(t)
suppose each agent maintains an estimate qj in the
tth iteration, then the network collectively adopts the
following update rule
q (t) = W q (t−1) + r (t) − r (t−1) ,
(t)

(5)

(t)

where q (t) = [q1 , · · · , qn ]> . The first term W q (t−1)
represents the standard information mixing operation, whereas the term r (t) − r (t−1) tracks the (timevarying) temporal difference. A crucial property of
(t)
(t)
(5) is 1>
= 1>
nq
n r , which indicates that the aver(t)
age of {qi }1≤i≤n dynamically tracks the average of
(t)
{ri }1≤i≤n . We shall adapt this procedure in our algorithmic development, in the hope of reliably tracking
the global gradients (i.e. the average of the local, and
often time-varying, gradients at all agents).

3

Network-DANE

In this section, we propose an algorithm called
Network-DANE (cf. Alg. 1), which generalizes DANE
(Shamir et al., 2014) to the network / decentralized
setting. This is accomplished by carefully coordinating the information sharing mechanism and employing
dynamic average consensus for gradient tracking.
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Algorithm 1 Network-DANE
(0)
xj

d

∈ R (1 ≤
j ≤ n), regularization parameter µ.
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
initialization: set yj = xj , sj = ∇fj (yj )
for all agents 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
for t = 1, 2, · · · do
for Agents 1 ≤ j ≤ n in parallel do
(t),0
(t−1)
(t),0
(t−1)
Set yj
= xj
and sj
= sj
.
for k = 1, 2, . . . , K do
(t),k−1
(t),k−1
Receive information yi
and si
from its neighbors i ∈ Nj .
Aggregate parameter estimates from neighbors:
X
(t),k
(t),k−1
yj
=
wji yi
,
(6a)
i∈Nj
X
(t),k−1
(t),k
sj
=
wji si
.
(6b)

1: input: initial parameter estimate
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

i∈Nj

end for
(t)
(t),K
Set yj = yj
, and update the global gradient estimate by gradient tracking:

9:
10:

(t)

(t),K

sj = sj

(t) 

+ ∇fj yj
|

(t−1) 

− ∇fj yj
{z

. (7)

}

gradient tracking

Update the parameter estimate by solving:
n
(t)
(t)
(t)
xj = argmin fj (z) − ∇fj (yj ) − sj , z

11:

z∈Rd

+
12:
end for
13: end for

3.1

µ
(t)
z − yj
2

2
2

o
. (8)

With this convergence issue in mind, our key idea is to
maintain an additional estimate of the global gradient
(t)
at each agent — denoted by sj at the jth agent. This
additional gradient estimate is updated via dynamic
average consensus (7), in the hope of tracking the global
(t)
(t)
(t)
gradient at yj , i.e. ∇f (yj ). Here, yj stands for the
parameter estimate obtained after local mixing in the
tth iteration (see Alg. 1 for details). As the algorithm
(t)
converges, yj is expected to reach consensus, allowing
(t)

sj to converge to the true global gradient.
In addition, we also allow multiple rounds of mixing
within each iteration, i.e. (6), which is particularly
helpful to accelerate the convergence when the network
exhibits a high degree of locality. In effect, by applying
K rounds of mixing, we improve the mixing rate to
α = α0K .

Algorithm Development

Recall the DANE algorithm Shamir et al. (2014) developed for the master/slave setting. In DANE, each
agent performs an update using both the local loss
function fj (·) and the gradient ∇f (·) of the global loss
function. In the tth iteration, the jth agent solves
the following Newton-type problem to update its local
(t)
estimate xj :
D

 E
(t)
xj = arg min fj (z) − ∇fj x(t) − ∇f x(t) , z
z ∈ Rd

+

µ
z − x(t)
2

2
,
2

(9)

where µ > 0 is a tuning parameter.1 Here, x(t) =
Pn
Pn
(t−1)
1
and ∇f (x(t) ) = n1 i=1 ∇fi (x(t) ) are
i=1 xi
n
the global estimate of the parameter and the gradient,
respectively, which can be obtained via the assistance
1

of a parameter server. In the network setting, however,
the agents can no longer compute (9) locally, due to
the absence of centralization enabled by the parameter
server. More specifically, the agents do not have access
to either x(t) or ∇f (x(t) ), both of which are required
when solving (9). To address this lack of global information, one might naturally wonder whether we can
simply replace global averaging by local averaging; that
P
(t−1)
is, replacing x(t) and ∇f (x(t) ) by |N1j | i∈Nj xi
P
(t−1)
and |N1j | i∈Nj ∇fi (xi
), respectively, at the jth
agent. However, this simple idea fails to guarantee
convergence at local agents. For instance, the local estimation errors may stay unchanged (but nonvanishing)
— as opposed to converging to zero — as the iterations progress, primarily due to imperfect information
sharing.

In Shamir et al. (2014), the second term in (9) contains
an extra tuning parameter η̃ as ∇fj (x(t) ) − η̃∇f (x(t) ). We
set η̃ = 1 without loss of generality following Fan et al.
(2019).

(10)

It reduces the network setting to the master/slave
setting by setting K → ∞. As we shall see later,
choosing a proper (but not too large) K leads to a
desirable trade-off between consensus and optimization,
which helps improve the overall communication cost.
Armed with such improved global gradient estimates,
we propose to solve a modified local optimization subproblem (8) in Network-DANE, which approximates the
original Newton-type problem (9) by replacing ∇f (x(t) )
(t)
with the local surrogate sj . The proposed local subproblem (8) is convex and can be solved efficiently
via, say, Nesterov’s accelerated gradient methods. The
whole algorithm is presented in Alg. 1.
3.2

Convergence Guarantees

In this subsection, we provide theoretical guarantees for
the convergence of Network-DANE under one or more
of the following assumptions.
Assumption 1 (strongly convex loss). The loss function fj (x) at each agent is strongly convex and smooth,
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namely, σI  ∇2 fj (x)  LI (1 ≤ j ≤ n) for some
quantities 0 < σ ≤ L, where κ = L/σ is the condition
number.
Assumption 2 (quadratic loss). The loss function
fj (x) at each agent is quadratic w.r.t. x.
We further introduce a key quantity (Cen et al., 2019;
Fan et al., 2019), called the homogeneity parameter,
β := max βj , βj := sup ∇2 fj (x) − ∇2 f (x) , (11)
1≤j≤n

x∈Rd

which measures the similarity of data across agents.
Let the global optimizer of f (x) be
y opt := arg min f (x).

(12)

x∈Rd

We define the (nd)-dimensional vector x(t) by
 (t)>
>
x(t) := x1 , · · · , x(t)>
,
n

(13)

and similarly define y (t) and s(t) . The average of each
> >
(nd)-dimensional
vector x = [x>
1 , · · · , xn ] is defined
P
1
d
by x = n j xj ∈ R . In addition, we introduce the
distributed gradient ∇F (x) ∈ Rnd and the full gradient
∇f (x) ∈ Rnd of an (nd)-dimensional vector x as
∇F (x) := [∇f1 (x1 )> , · · · , ∇fn (xn )> ]> ,
>

> >

∇f (x) := [∇f (x1 ) , · · · , ∇f (xn ) ] .

(14a)
(14b)

To characterize the convergence behavior of our algorithm, we need to simultaneously track several interrelated error metrics: (1) the convergence error:
y (t) − y opt 2 ; (2) the parameter consensus error:
y (t) − 1n ⊗ y (t) 2 ; and (3) the gradient estimation error: s(t) − ∇f (y (t) ) 2 . The Network-DANE algorithm
is said to converge linearly with a rate ρ ∈ (0, 1) if there
exists some constant C > 0 such that for all t ≥ 1,
n√
max
n y (t) − y opt 2 , y (t) − 1n ⊗ y (t) 2 ,
o
L−1 s(t) − ∇f (y (t) ) 2 ≤ Cρt
holds. By properly setting the tuning parameter µ, we
can guarantee the linear convergence of Network-DANE.
This is formally supplied in Theorem 1 for quadratic objective functions, and in Theorem 2 for general smooth
and strongly convex objective functions.
Theorem 1 (Network-DANE for quadratic losses). Suppose Assumptions
1and 2 hold. Set µ such that

β
140L
σ + µ ≥ (1−α)
+
1
, where α = α0K . Network-DANE
2
σ
converges linearly with a rate ρ1 upper bounded by




1 + θ1
140κ σ + β
1+α
2β
max
, α+
,
+
,
2
1−α σ+µ
2
σ+µ
where θ1 given by
θ1 :=1 −

σ
L
β2
+
.
σ + µ L + µ (σ + µ)(σ + µ − β)

(15)

Remark 1. θ1 is the convergence rate of DANE in the
master/slave setting (Shamir et al., 2014, Theorem 1).
We have spent no efforts to optimize the constants in
the theorem. In view of Theorem 1, if the network is
sufficiently connected (α = α0K is small), or the data
are sufficiently homogeneous across the agents (β is
small), we can use a smaller parameter µ, which in
turn makes θ1 (defined in (15)) smaller and results in
a faster convergence rate. In summary, Network-DANE
takes more iterations to converge when α and β are
large. This is formalized by the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Instate the assumptions of Theorem 1,
180L β
and set µ + σ = (1−α)
To reach ε2 ( σ + 1).
accuracy, Network-DANE takes at most O(κ(β/σ +
1) log(1/ε)/(1 − α)2 ) iterations and O(K · κ(β/σ +
1) log(1/ε)/(1 − α)2 ) communication rounds.
By Corollary 1, if we set the number of local averaging rounds as K = 1 and α = α0 , to reach εaccuracy, Network-DANE takes no more than O κ(1 +
β/σ) log(1/ε)/(1 − α0 )2 iterations/communication
rounds. If the homogeneous parameter β  σ is on the

order of σ, this improves to O κ log(1/ε)/(1 − α0 )2 ,
which is much faster than the corrected DGD (Qu and
Li, 2018) with gradient tracking, which converges in
O(κ2 log(1/ε)/(1 − α0 )2 ) iterations. The convergence
rate of Network-DANE degenerates to that of DGD (Qu
and Li, 2018) with gradient tracking under the worst
condition β  O(L). This observation highlights the
communication efficiency of Network-DANE by harnessing the homogeneity of data across different agents.
More interestingly, consider the case where K > 1,
where Network-DANE performs K rounds of communications per iteration. The total communication cost
to reach ε-accuracy, in terms of the native network

parameter α0 , is O K · κ(1 + β/σ) log(1/ε)/(1 − α0K )2 .
Therefore, by judiciously choosing K, it is possible to
significantly improve the overall communication complexity, especially when α0 is close to 1. For example,
by setting K  1/ log(1/α0 ) = O(1/(1 − α0 )), we
can ensure α0K  1/2 and reduce the communication

complexity to O κ · (β/σ + 1) log(1/ε)/(1 − α0 ) , thus
improving the dependence with the graph topology.
With more refined analysis, we can show that
by setting K = O(log κ/(1 − α0 )) so that α =
α0K  1/(2κ), Network-DANE
takes no more than

O (β 2 /σ 2 + 1) log(1/ε) iterations,
and O log κ ·

2
2
(β /σ + 1) log(1/ε)/(1 − α0 ) communications rounds
to reach ε-accuracy for quadratic losses, which are
almost independent of κ when β = O(σ).
We now state the convergence rate of Network-DANE
for the strongly convex setting, which is weaker than
the rate for quadratic loss functions.
Theorem 2. Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Set µ such
170κL
K
that σ + µ ≥ (1−α)
2 , where α = α0 . Network-DANE
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converges linearly with a rate ρ2 upper bounded by
(
)


1 + θ2
170κ
L
1+α
2β
max
,α +
,
+
,
2
1−α σ+µ
2
σ+µ
where θ2 is given by
σ
β
θ2 := 1 −
+
σ+µ σ+µ

s
1−



µ 2
.
σ+µ

(16)

Remark 2. θ2 is the convergence rate of DANE in the
master/slave setting (Fan et al., 2019, Theorem 3.1).
Comparing the expressions of θ1 and θ2 , we clearly see
that one pays a price for covering more general loss
functions. The complexity of Network-DNAE is summarized in Corollary 2, which is worse than Corollary 1.
Corollary 2. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 2, set σ+µ = 180κL/(1−α)2 . To reach ε-accuracy,
Network-DANE
takes no more than O κ2 log(1/ε)/(1
−


2
α) iterations and O K · κ2 log(1/ε)/(1 − α)2 communication rounds.
The above complexity of Network-DANE is quite pessimistic; numerical experiments in Section 5 have
suggested that the performance of Network-DANE is
rather insensitive to the condition number κ. Similar to the quadratic case, by setting K appropriately so that α = α0K  1/(2κ), Network-DANE takes
no more than O(κ(β/σ + 1) log(1/ε))
 iterations and
O log κ · κ(β/σ + 1) log(1/ε)/(1 − α0 ) communication
rounds to reach ε-accuracy for general strongly convex
losses. This again outperforms DGD with gradient
tracking when β = O(σ), highlighting the benefits of
extra averaging.
Remark 3. The quantity β can be fairly small if the
data sets across different agents are sufficiently similar.
Shamir et al. (2014) provided bounds on β with respect
to the sample size m if the data samples at all agents are
i.i.d., with `(x; z) in (2) satisfying 0  ∇2 `(x; z)  L
for all z. With
qprobability at least 1−δ over the samples,
2

nd
we have β < 32L
m log δ . Therefore, the convergence
of Network-DANE is better than DGD if the local data
size m is sufficiently large.
Remark 4. The homogeneity parameter β (11) measures the largest deviation of local Hessian from the
global Hessian. A refined analysis using local deviation βj is possible by permitting different regularization
parameters µj in (8) for each agent.

4

Generalizing the Algorithm Design
with Variance Reduction

The design of Network-DANE suggests a systematic
approach to obtain decentralized versions of other algorithms, which we illustrate by reducing local computation of Network-DANE using stochastic variance reduction methods. Stochastic variance reduction methods

are a popular class of stochastic optimization algorithms, developed to allow for constant step sizes and
faster convergence in finite-sum optimization (Johnson and Zhang, 2013; Xiao and Zhang, 2014; Nguyen
et al., 2017). It is therefore natural to ask whether
such variance reduction techniques can be leveraged
in a network setting to further save local computation
without compromising communication.
Algorithm 2 Network-SVRG/SARAH
1: Replace
the local optimization (8) of
Network-DANE by the following:
(t)
(t)
2: Input: yj , sj , step size δ, number of local iterations S.
(t),0
(t)
(t),0
(t)
3: Initialization: set uj
= yj , vj
= sj .
4: for s = 1, ..., S do
(t),s
(t),s−1
(t),s−1
5:
uj
= uj
− δvj
.
6:
Sample z from Mj uniformly at random, then,
(t),s

vj

(t),s

= ∇`(uj

(t),0

; z) − ∇`(uj
+

(t),s

vj

(t),s

= ∇`(uj

(t),0
vj ;

; z)
(SVRG) (17)

(t),s−1

; z) − ∇`(uj
+

; z)

(t),s−1
vj
.(SARAH)

(18)

7: end for
(t)
8: Choose the new parameter estimate xj from
(t),1

{uj

(t),S

, · · · , uj

} uniformly at random.

Inspired by the connection between DANE and SVRG
, we introduce Network-SVRG/SARAH in Alg. 2, a distributed variant of SVRG and SARAH tailored to the
decentralized setting, with the assistance of proper
gradient tracking. In particular, the inner loop of
SVRG (Johnson and Zhang, 2013) or SARAH (Nguyen
et al., 2017) is adopted in place of the local computation step (8) of Network-DANE, where the reference
(t)
to global gradient is replaced by sj to calculate the
variance-reduced stochastic gradient. The convergence
analysis of Alg. 2 is more challenging due to the biased stochastic gradient involved in each local iteration.
Encouragingly, the theorem below establishes the linear convergence of Network-SVRG for strongly convex
losses, and of Network-SARAH for quadratic losses, as
long as β is sufficiently small and the number of mixing
rounds K is sufficiently large. Again, the constants are
not optimized in the theorem.
Theorem 3. Suppose that the sample loss `(x; z) is
convex and L-smooth w.r.t. x for all z. and Assumption 1 holds. If β/σ ≤ 1/200, then by setting K such
that α = α0K  1/κ and S large enough, Network-SVRG
converges linearly. If Assumption 2 further holds,
Network-SARAH also converges linearly. To reach εaccuracy, Network-SVRG/SARAH
take no more than

O log(1/ε) iterations and O log κ log(1/ε)/(1 − α0 )
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Figure 1: The relative optimality gap with respect to the number of iterations and gradient evaluations under
different conditioning κ = 10 (left two panels) and κ = 104 (right two panels) for logistic regression.
(j)

communication rounds.
It is straightforward to extend this idea to obtain decentralized variants of other stochastic variance reduced
algorithms such as Katyusha (Allen-Zhu, 2017), by replacing the local computation step (8) with the inner
loop update rules of the stochastic methods of interest.
For the sake of brevity, this paper does not pursue such
“plug-and-play” extensions.
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Numerical Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of
Network-DANE and Network-SVRG/SARAH2 for solving
both strongly convex and nonconvex problems, in order
to demonstrate its appealing performance in terms of
communication-computation trade-offs. Throughout,
we set the number of agents to be n = 20. We use a
symmetric fastest distributed linear averaging (FDLA)
matrix (Xiao and Boyd, 2004) generated according to
the communication graph as the mixing matrix W for
(t)
(t)
aggregating xj in (6). For aggregating sj in (7), we
use a convex combination of I and W which leads to
more stable performance in practice.
Experiments for the strongly convex setting.
We conduct a synthetic numerical experiment on logistic regression. We generate connected random communication graphs using an Erdös-Rènyi graph with
p = 0.3. The same random starting point x(0) and
mixing matrix W are used for all algorithms.
The loss function of each agent is given as
"
m
1 X (j)
fi (x) = −
b log
m j=1 i
+ (1 −
2

(j)
bi ) log

1+

(j)
exp(x> ai )

(j)

exp(x> ai )
1+

!

1

(j)
exp(x> ai )

!#
+

λ
kxk22 ,
2
(t),S

In our experiments, we use the last iterate uj
as
the new parameter estimate, which is more practical. Code
is available at github.com/liboyue/Network-DistributedAlgorithm.

(j)

where ai ∈ Rd and bi ∈ {0, 1} are samples stored at
agent i. We generate m = 1000 i.i.d. random samples
from N (0, I) for each agent, and change the condition
number κ by changing λ. We generate data according
(j)
(j)
to bi = I(1 + exp(−x0 > ai )) < 0.5) with a random
signal x0 , then flip 5% of labels uniformly at random,
where I(·) denotes the indicator function.
We compute the relative optimality gap, given as
(f (x(t) ) − f ? )/f ? , where x(t) is the average parameter
of all agents at the tth iteration, and f ? denotes the optimal value. We compare Network-DANE (Alg. 1) and
Network-SVRG/SARAH (Alg. 2) with DANE (Shamir
et al., 2014) and ADMM (Boyd et al., 2011),3 and two
decentralized gradient descent algorithms DGD (Qu
and Li, 2018) and EXTRA (Shi et al., 2015).
Fig. 1 shows the relative optimality gap with respect to
the number of iterations as well as the number of gradient evaluations under different conditioning κ = 10 and
κ = 104 for logistic regression. In both experiments,
Network-DANE and Network-SVRG/SARAH significantly
outperform DGD and EXTRA in terms of the numbers of communication rounds. Network-SVRG/SARAH
has similar communication rounds with ADMM but
only communicates locally. In both experiments,
Network-DANE is quite insensitive to the condition number, performing nearly as well as the centralized DANE
algorithm, but operates in a fully decentralized setting. On the other hand, Network-SVRG/SARAH further outperforms other algorithms in terms of gradient evaluations in most settings, especially for wellconditioned cases. The performances of Network-SVRG
and Network-SARAH are almost indistinguishable.
Benefits of extra mixing.
We conduct synthetic experiments to investigate the communicationcomputation trade-off observed in Section 3.2 when
employing multiple rounds of mixing within every it3
We apply ADMM to the constrained optimization
problem, P
which amounts to the master/slave setting,
minxi ,x n1
fi (xi ) s.t. xi = x. Note that ADMM can also
be applied to the network setting, which is not shown here
since our network algorithms already outperform ADMM
in the master/slave setting.
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Figure 2: The relative optimality gap with respect to the number of iterations and communication rounds under
different rounds of mixing K for Network-DANE and Network-SVRG. The mixing rate of the graph is α0 = 0.922.
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Figure 3: The training loss and testing accuracy with respect to the number of iterations (left two panels) and
gradient evaluations (right two panels) for different algorithms on the MNIST dataset.
eration, over a poorly-connected network with mixing
rate α0 = 0.907. We plot the relative optimality gap for
a linear regression problem with κ = 10, with respect to
the number of iterations and communication rounds for
Network-DANE and Network-SVRG, under different values of K. Fig. 2 shows the relative optimality gap with
respect to the number of iterations and communication
rounds for Network-DANE and Network-SVRG. Due to
poor connectivity, Network-DANE and Network-SVRG
fail to converge when K = 1 using moderate parameters. However, by using a larger K, due to improvement
in consensus, both algorithms converge faster in terms
of the number of iterations. Notice that after a certain
threshold, further increasing K will not improve the
convergence rate in terms of communications. It is
clear there is a trade-off between convergence speed
and communication rounds, where a properly selected
K will lead to an overall performance gain.
Experiments on neural network training.
Though our theory only applies to the strongly convex
case, we examine Network-SVRG/SARAH in the nonconvex case, by training a one-hidden-layer neural network
with 64 hidden neurons and sigmoid activations for a
classification task using the MNIST dataset. Training
samples are split evenly to all agents. Fig. 3 plots the
training loss and testing accuracy against the numbers
of iterations and gradient evaluations for different algorithms, communicated over an an Erdös-Rènyi graph
with p = 0.3, where centralized ADMM and decentralized stochastic algorithm (DSGD) are plotted as
baselines. Being more communication-efficient than
DSGD, and more computation-efficient than ADMM,

Network-SVRG/SARAH reach a desirable balance between computation and communication efficacies.

6

Conclusions

This paper proposes decentralized (stochastic) optimization algorithms that are communication-efficient
over a network: Network-DANE based on the approximate Newton-type update, and Network-SVRG/SARAH
based on stochastic variance-reduced gradient updates.
Theoretical convergence guarantees are developed for
Network-DANE/SVRG for strongly convex losses, and
Network-SARAH for quadratic losses, highlighting the
impact of network topology and data homogeneity
across agents. Moreover, extensive numerical experiments are conducted to verify the excellent performance
of the proposed algorithms. This work opens up many
exciting directions for future investigation, including
but not limited to establishing the convergence for a
broader family of Network-DANE/SVRG type algorithms
under general loss functions for both convex and nonconvex settings, with the possibility of asynchronous
updates across agents.
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